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WELCOME TO KCEOC 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Volunteer, 

 

I am thrilled that you have chosen to volunteer with KCEOC in one of our many programs.  

Volunteers are a vital part of achieving our goals of serving low-income households and 

enhancing the communities we serve.  Volunteers have played a key role in a number of 

activities including working in our classrooms and homeless shelter, helping to coordinate 

awareness events, and performing administrative duties around the office.  

 

I hope that you find the duties of your particular service area to be fulfilling and that your 

volunteer experience with us is rewarding and positive. The following information package 

includes details about our organization and the roles and responsibilities of our volunteers. If 

you have any questions, please feel free to contact our Volunteer Program Coordinator – 

Brendia Moses at 546-3152, extension 209 or toll free at 1-800-880-3152.  She can also be 

reached by email at bmoses@kceoc.com.  

 

Once again welcome and thank you! 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Paul D. Dole 

President/CEO 
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OUR MISSION 

 

 
KCEOC Community Action Partnership is dedicated to recognizing human 

potential, improving communities, and creating opportunities for change. 

 

 

COMMUNITY ACTION PROMISE 

 

 
Community Action changes peoples’ lives, embodies the spirit of hope, improves 

communities, and makes America a better place to live.  We care about the entire 

community, and we are dedicated to helping people help themselves and each other. 
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OUR VOLUNTEER PHILOSOPHY 
 

 

KCEOC has a sincere, ongoing commitment to partner with our volunteers in an effort to 

improve lives and enhance communities.  If we work together, our mission can be fulfilled, 

family lives will be positively changed, volunteers will feel accomplishment and appreciation, 

and the community will be engaged. 

 

KCEOC believes that: 

 

All who share a commitment to our mission are welcome to join us in our work regardless of 

their background, ethnic origin, race, age, gender, sexual identity, or sexual orientation.  

 

KCEOC is inclusive and made up of a diverse group of individuals who put aside personal 

agendas, egos, and differences to support the agency’s mission. 

 

Every member of the KCEOC family is valuable and everyone’s time, talents, and efforts are 

special gifts that are to be appreciated, respected, recognized, and never taken for granted. 

 

The right role can be found for any person with a desire and heart to serve. Volunteers and 

staff should be given opportunities to learn and grow within the organization. 

 

The work of every volunteer is valued equally. All volunteers are treated with dignity and 

respect. 

 

KCEOC values volunteers by giving them meaningful work to do and the materials, tools, 

training, and supervision to complete their tasks safely and in a timely manner. 

 

Volunteers are responsible for the quality of their work, their conduct at KCEOC work sites, 

and for meeting their commitment to KCEOC and its mission. 

 

All volunteers deserve frequent and accurate information about KCEOC activities and 

operations provided through regular, open, one‐on‐one communication with staff, through 

publications, and through conversations with volunteer supervisors. 

 

Volunteers provide our organization with credibility, insight, perspective, diversity, and 

expertise that enlightens our operations, helps fulfills our mission, and engages the community 

in our activities. 
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To implement this philosophy, KCEOC leaders and staff will: 

 

Actively seek and encourage participation of volunteers in all areas of the organization 

including planning, problem‐solving, and administration. 

 

Share strategic and business plans and on‐going schedules to inform volunteers and staff, and 

focus their energies. 

 

Respond to all inquiries from prospective volunteers in a timely manner to facilitate their 

orientation and scheduling. 

 

Match volunteers with tasks that meet their interests/skills/knowledge/capability/capacity, 

with clear instructions, deadlines, materials, tools, and freedom to complete the tasks. 

 

Foster personal growth among volunteers by providing skilled supervision, training, and 

opportunities to learn new skills. 

 

Train all volunteers who are willing to learn. 

 

Give volunteers meaningful work and abundant thanks, directly and frequently. 

 

Consider all volunteer requests, suggestions, and grievances in a respectful and timely 

manner. 

 

Work together to continually renew and reinforce our mutual commitment to the mission of 

KCEOC. 
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VOLUNTEER HANDBOOK 
Introduction 

 
Welcome and thank you for your interest in volunteering with KCEOC Community Action 

Partnership.  We are happy that you have joined our team to assist with organization operations 

and with direct/indirect services to low‐income families through the many programs available at 

KCEOC.  Our words and actions are for the ultimate purpose of addressing issues of poverty in 

the communities we serve.  With this in mind, KCEOC employees, customers, and volunteers 

work together in an environment of trust and respect for each other. 

 

It is our hope that you will join us in this spirit of partnership and that your work here at 

KCEOC is successful and fulfilling. We hope your volunteer experience will be rewarding, 

enjoyable, and worthwhile. KCEOC relies on volunteers like you to help families in need reach 

their goals.  From our classrooms and homeless shelter, to our office, special events, and 

committee work, volunteers are a part of every facet of our organization. 

 

This handbook will provide you with general policies and practices of KCEOC. You are 

encouraged to familiarize yourself with the contents of this handbook, as it will answer many 

common questions concerning your volunteering. To retain necessary flexibility in the 

administration of policies and procedures, KCEOC reserves the right to change, add to, or 

eliminate any of the policies described in this handbook. 

 

KCEOC 101 

 
KCEOC Community Action Partnership is a private, non-profit organization.  It is one of over 

1,000 community action agencies in the country serving the low-income population, and one of 

the first 23 agencies developed under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.  To be designated 

as a community action agency, the composition of the Board of Directors is key.  Exactly one-

third must be made up of public officials (or their designees), at least one-third must be from the 

low-income community, and up to one-third may be from the private sector.  No community 

action agencies are exactly alike.  Because they are driven by the local community, each 

provides a different mix of programs and services.   

KCEOC has been serving Southeast Kentucky since 1964.  The primary purpose of the agency 

is to assist individuals and families in their fight against the causes of poverty; this is 

accomplished by providing a variety of programming and services designed to empower 

residents with the tools and resources needed to overcome the barriers they face.  Although 
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there are seven vision statements addressed in KCEOC’s strategic plan, the agency’s overall 

vision is to eradicate poverty. The visions outlined in the strategic plan are: 

Vision 1 KCEOC is an Agency of Excellence and Adaptability 

Vision 2 KCEOC is an Integral Member and Leader in the Communities We Serve 

Vision 3 Families are Stabilized and Thriving 

 

 

To meet these vision statements, KCEOC implemented a series of goals, objectives and 

strategies.  Each goal is tied to a ROMA or Results Oriented Management and Accountability 

Goal.  ROMA is “a performance-based initiative designed to preserve the anti-poverty focus of 

community action and to promote greater effectiveness among state and local agencies 

receiving Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) funds (2013, NASCSP).”  It is “a sound 

management practice that incorporates the use of outcomes or results into the administration, 

management, and operation of community action agencies (1998, CSBG Act).”  It is more than 

just a tool to report results; it is a means to properly manage the agency as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KCEOC values its employees, the customers it serves, volunteers, and the communities in 

which it has a presence.  The agency believes in providing a safe and nurturing environment for 

its employees and volunteers, offering each one the opportunity to grow and develop.  

Customers are treated with respect and dignity and the agency strives to extend the proverbial 

“hand-up, not a hand-out.” The agency believes in making each community served a better 
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place to live and work, with advocacy being the primary means of involving those most affected 

by change. 

 

Volunteer Relationship 
 

A volunteer is anyone who provides time and talent to KCEOC through work in classrooms or 

the homeless shelter, on construction or Weatherization sites, in office or maintenance, on 

committees/advisory councils, in aquatics or wellness programming, or any work in any other 

KCEOC program or project.  We thank you, and all volunteers, for the personal investment you 

make to our organization and its mission. We strive to provide support, supervision, and 

recognition to our volunteers. 

 

As a volunteer you have the right to: 

 

1. Be assigned appropriate tasks according to capability, capacity, skills, knowledge, interests, 

availability, and training. 

 

2. Receive training and supervision for the tasks accepted. 

 

3. Receive direction for your assignment(s) when needed. 

 

4. Be treated as a fellow team member who contributes to agency goals through your volunteer 

work. 

 

5. Make suggestions about your assignment(s) and the KCEOC volunteer program, and be 

acknowledged by staff. 

 

6. Expect that KCEOC be a good steward of your time. 

 

7. Be given appropriate expressions of appreciation and recognition. 

 

8. Be trusted with confidential information if needed to help carry out assignments. 

 

9. Expect that records will be kept; documenting areas of interest or positions held (and if 

applicable, time spent volunteering, commendation, etc.). 

 

10. Be treated with a spirit of friendliness and cooperation so that KCEOC will continue to be 

known as a “great place to volunteer.” 

 

11. A safe and inviting environment to work in that is free of harassment and discrimination. 
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KCEOC expects volunteers to: 

 

1. Know your own duties and stay on task. 

 

2. Cooperate with staff and your fellow volunteers, and maintain a team attitude. 

 

3. Voice your opinions and contribute your suggestions to improve KCEOC’s work. 

 

4. Sign in and out each time you arrive for a work assignment. 

 

5. Be on time for scheduled meetings and work assignments. 

 

6. Honor your commitment and work schedule. 

 

7. Treat all volunteers, staff, and customers with respect. 

 

Remember, you help to create the healthful, pleasant, and safe volunteering conditions that 

KCEOC intends for you. We need your help in making each volunteering day enjoyable and 

rewarding. 

 

Community Service 

 

KCEOC welcomes community service volunteers from civic groups, schools, community 

assistance programs, the judicial system, partnering organizations, and other entities.  

Community service volunteers are responsible for maintaining, when applicable, an accurate 

timesheet and to ensure it is signed by a supervisor or duly appointed person.  They are also 

responsible, when applicable, for signing in and signing out during each day at their assigned 

work site.  Hours worked, but not recorded, will not be counted.  

 

KCEOC does not recognize breaks or lunches to be community service time, unless agreed 

upon by the supervisor and/or entity in which the volunteer is representing. Only actual time 

worked will be credited for community service. For appropriate placement within our 

organization, KCEOC reserves the right to know the offense related to court‐ordered 

community service.  In all other respects, court‐ordered community service volunteers will be 

treated and held accountable to the same standards as all other volunteers. 
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POLICY MANUAL 
 

Recruitment 

KCEOC’s volunteer recruitment efforts focus on attracting and inviting people to consider 

involvement with the agency.  It is a mutual effort between the agency, and those wishing to 

make a difference through the gift of volunteer service.   The volunteer recruitment process 

begins with identifying program needs that volunteers can fulfill and ends with placing a new 

volunteer in a position that best suits their skills, interests, and capabilities; and, best meets the 

needs of the specified program.    

Strategies: 

 

1.  Keeping a high profile with the media (includes feature articles of projects and fundraisers, 

newsworthy client stories, public service/community announcements that present a clear and 

straightforward message and make sure that people are asked to volunteer)  

 

2.  Strategic distribution of quality print materials (includes information, brochures, and flyers 

strategically placed in the community to call attention to agency efforts; places for distribution 

may include billboards, chambers of commerce, churches, community centers, corporations, 

doctor’s offices, libraries, listservs/electronic bulletin board, agency website, newsletters, 

newspapers, pre-retirement seminars, public service announcements, schools and universities, 

service clubs, shopping malls, speakers bureaus, telephone books, tourist information bureaus, 

television and radio stations, and volunteer recruitment fairs) 

 

3.  Use of an internal volunteer database (includes a listing of volunteer names, contact 

information, areas of interest, skills, and other pertinent information) 

 

4.  Networking with community groups and leaders (includes attendance at community events, 

hosting of interagency meetings, speaking engagements with community groups, presentations 

at schools, and other similar activities)   

 

5.  Word of mouth (includes enlisting agency staff and volunteers to tell others about 

experiences within the agency) 

 

Things to Remember:  
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1.  Volunteers can be male or female (nearly equal percentages of men and women indicate they 

volunteer), have a range of abilities, and come from all backgrounds, races, nationalities, 

religions, political parties, and generations.  KCEOC does not limit recruiting efforts to any 

particular cohort.  

 

2.  Recruitment is a year-round effort. KCEOC consistently keeps the agency name and the 

need for volunteers in the public eye.  Written, up-to-date materials and information is always 

necessary and visible.  KCEOC understands that people hear a lot of messages every day and 

while they may not initially respond to an agency appeal for support, they may remember the 

agency when they are ready to volunteer.  

 

3.  A diverse volunteer workforce, including individuals of different cultural and racial 

backgrounds and with diverse skills, is always a priority for the agency; this includes involving 

volunteers who have disabilities.  

 

Application Screening and Worksite/Department Placement 

 
The first step in becoming a KCEOC volunteer is an introductory meeting with the Volunteer 

Coordinator and/or staff specializing in the field of interest for post-secondary education 

students or interns.  All volunteers must complete a volunteer application and complete all 

required forms.  Applications are not applicable for Child Development Program parents or 

other clients volunteering for the benefit of the program or individuals volunteering due to 

requirements for services received; however, additional forms listed below must be completed 

by all individuals serving in a volunteer capacity: 

   

Waiver/Release of Liability Form 

Medical Authorization Form 

Volunteer Confidentiality Agreement Form 

Volunteer Acknowledgement Form 

 

With the exception of student interns with specialty fields, screening will be completed by the 

Volunteer Coordinator to determine the appropriate placement worksite/department for the 

volunteer; this will be based on the volunteer’s request or area of interest, requirements of the 

entity in which the volunteer is representing, the need for the volunteer at the particular 

worksite/department, the skills/knowledge of the volunteer, the capability/capacity, result of the 

background/criminal records check (as applicable), and any other identifiable condition.  The 

Volunteer Coordinator will also complete reference checks, as necessary to substantiate claims 

made by volunteers on their application.       
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Once the worksite/department is selected, the Volunteer Coordinator will schedule a meeting 

with the specified supervisor and the volunteer.  The supervisor will meet with the volunteer to 

discuss duties and determine a work schedule.  The worksite/department supervisor will be 

responsible for introducing the volunteer to fellow staff, assigning tasks, verifying and signing 

time sheets or logs, monitoring breaks, scheduling work times and locations, completing 

evaluations, and other duties necessary to ensure a positive and productive environment for the 

volunteer.  Each volunteer will be provided with a volunteer identification badge that must be 

worn at all times while on site. 

 

Once the assigned worksite/department and supervisor is determined, there will be no transfer 

to other worksite/departments unless requested by the supervisor or volunteer.  In order for the 

volunteer to have a quality experience, they must have time to adjust and become comfortable 

with their supervisor and worksite/department placement.  The supervisor will grow to depend 

on the volunteer for certain tasks, bringing a sense of responsibility to the volunteer.  The more 

experience the volunteer has at a specific worksite/department, the more they will begin to take 

ownership of the site and their expected duties.  Shifting the volunteer can lead to 

disappointment, discouragement, and a sense of displacement. 

     

Possible reasons a supervisor or volunteer may request a transfer may include: 

 

1.  The volunteer lacks the necessary skills/knowledge and/or capability/capacity and/or 

enthusiasm to perform assigned duties. 

 

2.  The volunteer is uncooperative, under-performing, and/or is not following rules. 

 

3.  The volunteer has a personal issue preventing them from meeting worksite/department 

obligations.  

 

4.  The volunteer and/or supervisor have acknowledged the worksite/department is not a good 

“fit.” 

 

5.  The volunteer is not comfortable with the supervision style or the existence of other 

personnel conflicts. 

 

6.  The volunteer decides to work in a different area of interest. 

 

7.  The volunteer does not meet individual program requirements for volunteer services. 

 

8.  The volunteer is not following volunteer procedures  
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A request for transfer form must be completed by the volunteer or supervisor and signed by the 

Volunteer Coordinator.  The Volunteer Coordinator will then determine the appropriate action 

including transfer to another site or dismissal of the volunteer. 

 

Work Schedules 

 
Just as KCEOC depends on staff to be at work during designated schedules, KCEOC expects 

the same from agency volunteers.  After the worksite/department placement is finalized, the 

supervisor and volunteer will determine the days, times, and length of the volunteer service.  

Volunteers and supervisors will be expected to follow the schedule.  Revisions may be 

temporarily or permanently made to better accommodate the volunteer and supervisor. 

 

Volunteers should not come to work on dates not reflective of the schedule, unless prior 

arrangements have been made with the supervisor.  Showing up “unannounced” may cause 

complications for supervisors trying to complete work duties and will result in an unproductive 

day for the volunteer. 

 

Minor Volunteers 

 
Minor volunteers are defined as those between the ages of 14 and 17.  Volunteers under the age 

of 18 may not work on construction, Weatherization, or other sites deemed high risks for 

accidents or injury.  A parent or legal guardian must complete a volunteer application, sign a 

waiver/release of liability form, and complete a medical authorization form for all volunteers 

under the age of 18.  All volunteers under the age of 18 must be supervised by, and in some 

cases accompanied by, an adult when volunteering at any KCEOC work site.  Minors working 

in child development must be under constant, close supervision of an adult. 

 

Our volunteer coordinator will work with supervisors to provide opportunities for safe, 

meaningful participation in appropriate activities and settings that support our mission.  There is 

no maximum age for KCEOC volunteers.  KCEOC staff supervisors evaluate the abilities and 

competency of all volunteers and assign appropriate, safe activities as availability and 

conditions permit.  All regular volunteers must also complete a volunteer application, sign a 

waiver/release of liability form, and complete a medical authorization form.  All other 

documents provided by the entity in which the volunteer is representing will be completed as 

applicable. 
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Work Groups 

 
For the purpose of this manual, Work Groups are defined as a group of individual volunteers 

working together on a team sponsored by a third party entity in which KCEOC has a 

community collaboration agreement in place.  Volunteers involved in Work Groups, regardless 

of their age, are under the direct supervision of the entity’s designees.  These entities should 

have screenings, applications, insurance, and other provisions in place that reflect the 

requirements in this manual.  If not in place, entity leaders must sign the community 

collaboration agreement prior to commencing volunteer work, regardless of the level of 

KCEOC’s involvement with the projects. 

 

Work Group volunteers must complete volunteer logs, sign in sheets, and other documents that 

may be required on a programmatic level. 

 

Insurance 

 
In cases where a third party has requested a placement on behalf of a student, a Kentucky 

Assistance Transitional Program (KTAP) participant, an Experience Works participant, or other 

similar participant, a copy of any insurance coverage (or other acceptable verification) must be 

received prior to the commencement of volunteer work.  KCEOC is not responsible for any 

injury or property damage or personal loss arising out of the volunteer activities, even if caused 

by their ordinary negligence or otherwise. 

 

Criminal/Background Records and Other Checks 

 
Because KCEOC offers a number of programs providing services to children, the elderly, 

homeless, and other vulnerable populations, it is sometimes necessary to run 

criminal/background records checks on volunteers.  In many cases, such as those who desire to 

work in a department serving vulnerable populations (including, but not limited to children, 

elderly, disabled, and homeless), a criminal/background records and/or TB skin test check will 

be mandatory before a volunteer can work in the department. 

 

If a criminal/background records check is found to be necessary or required, it will be 

completed prior to beginning work at the specified worksite/department.  No 

criminal/background records check will be completed without the knowledge and written 

consent of the volunteer. 

 

Some programs/departments have specific requirements regarding criminal/background checks 

and volunteer placement approval.  In these cases, some volunteers may be denied placement 
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with a specific program/department.  However, in other instances where criminal/background 

checks do not have to meet specific requirements, volunteer placements will be reviewed on a 

case by case basis by both the Volunteer Coordinator and department supervisor. 

 

Safety 
 

KCEOC and the volunteers share responsibility for establishing and maintaining a safe work 

environment.  KCEOC will attempt to ensure a safe work environment and to comply with 

federal, state, and local safety regulations.  In turn, volunteers are expected to obey safety rules 

and to exercise caution in all work activities.  The volunteers are asked to report any unsafe 

conditions to their supervisors immediately.   Any accident, which results in injury, regardless 

of how insignificant, must be reported promptly to the supervisor.  KCEOC is not responsible 

for any injury or property damage or personal loss arising out of the volunteer activities, even if 

caused by their ordinary negligence or otherwise. 

 

A first aid kit is located on all properties and at construction and Weatherization sites. A 

supervisor will advise the volunteer of exact locations on site. 

 

Absence and Lateness 
 

The duties the volunteers perform can be critical to KCEOC.  If the volunteer fails to show up, 

others must take on the added burden of the task they were expected to accomplish. If a 

volunteer is unable to attend a scheduled work day, or if they will arrive late, they should 

contact their supervisor with as much notice as possible. 

 

Standard of Appearance  
 

KCEOC expects volunteers to dress appropriately for their worksite/department.  Their 

appearance reflects the reputation of the organization; therefore, it is vital for volunteer attire to 

replicate a professional view.  The following provides more detail for guidance on the expected 

standard of appearance.   

 

Grooming:  
 

1.  Good personal hygiene is expected at all times 

 

2.  Clothing should be in good repair and properly fitted 

 

3.  Proper and appropriate underclothing 
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4.  Shoes should be selected in accordance with the responsibilities of the employee.  Any type 

of thongs or “flip flops” are unacceptable. Shoes should be polished and in good repair 

 

5.  With the exclusion of those working as custodians, motorpool workers, weatherization crew 

workers, maintenance, security and delivery personnel, no jeans, painter’s pants, colored jeans, 

T-shirts, sweat pants, or sweat-shirts will be allowed, unless approved by the supervisor for 

certain job tasks 

 

6.  Jewelry and make up should be worn in good taste and not be excessive 

 

7.  No shorts, unless approved by the supervisor for certain job tasks 

 

Skirts or Dresses: 

 

1.  Hemlines should reflect a professional image. 

 

2.  Care should be taken to avoid skirts or dresses that are too short and do not appropriately 

accommodate the employee’s job responsibilities.  (Example: Bending and working with 

children on the floor is not allowed 

 

3.  No mini-skirts will be allowed 

 

Tops or Blouses:   

 

1.  No revealing neckline 

2.  No abdomen or back exposure when bending 

 

Dress Shirts or Sport Shirts:   

 

1.  Proper fit 

2.  Good repair 

 

The exceptions to these rules will be KCEOC clients volunteering for the benefit of the agency 

and/or clients required to volunteer as a result of their participation in a program.  Supervisors 

are encouraged to speak with client volunteers if their standard of appearance is not appropriate 

for the work to be completed.  If other volunteers have any concerns and/or is not able to meet 

these criteria, they should communicate this to the Volunteer Coordinator.  KCEOC may be 

able to assist the volunteer with resources needed to fulfill these requirements.  
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Misconduct 

 
Just as staff represents the agency, volunteers are also at the front line representing KCEOC; 

therefore, the agency expects all volunteers to conduct themselves professionally and follow the 

example of their supervisors and other support staff.  The follow is a list of other behaviors that 

would be considered inappropriate and possible cause for disciplinary actions: 

 

1. Violation of work rules 

 

2. Violation of policy and procedures 

 

3.  Unacceptable appearance 

 

4.  Unauthorized or excessive use of agency telephone for personal use 

 

5.  Falsifying any agency record, document or report 

 

6.  Leaving worksite without notifying the supervisor, Volunteer Coordinator, or other 

appropriate agency staff 

 

7.  Use of abusive, profane and/or obscene language to clients or co-workers 

 

8.  Use of corporal punishment and/or isolation in a childcare facility 

 

9.  Use of inappropriate manners 

 

10. Failure to follow instructions related to the job 

 

11. Theft or misuse of agency property or of another employee’s property 

 

12. The unauthorized use of dispensing or manufacturing drugs and alcohol 

 

13. Damaging the agency’s reputation 

 

14. Deliberately conveying false information 

 

15.  Soliciting contributions without authorization 

 

16.  Unauthorized use or possession of weapon (s)  
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17.  Being under the influence of drugs or alcohol 

 

18.  Willful and careless damage to agency property, equipment and/or supplies 

 

19. Threatening, intimidating, coercing, harassing, or interfering with fellow workers, agency 

clients or general public 

 

20.  Disclosure of confidential information 

 

Rest Breaks and Related Activities 

 
Breaks may be taken as needed by the volunteer.  The supervisor is expected to monitor breaks 

and ensure volunteers are getting adequate rest periods; this includes short term breaks, lunch 

time, and dinner time (as applicable).  Volunteers need not sign in and out for breaks. 

 

All KCEOC worksites/departments are tobacco and alcohol/drug free.  Any volunteer found to 

be under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or possess drug related products will be dismissed 

from their volunteer service.  When appropriate, the entity in which the volunteer is represented 

will be contacted.    

 

Volunteer Recognition and Compensation 

 
Because KCEOC recognizes the value of volunteers within the organization, the agency strives 

to ensure volunteers understand this appreciation.  When funds are programmatically permitted 

and available, agency departments may host a volunteer appreciation event honoring volunteers 

within their specific departments.  Annually, KCEOC will host a community wide event to 

honor and recognize volunteers across the entire agency service area.   

 
Stipends:   

 

When funds are programmatically permitted and available, supervisors may approve a monthly 

stipend for the volunteer, not to exceed $300 per month.  In some cases, such as student intern 

volunteers, stipends may not be permitted by the entity in which the volunteer is representing.  

It is the duty of the supervisor or Volunteer Coordinator to contact the entity for approval. 

 

Stipends will only be permitted for volunteers working 24 hours or more during a regularly 

scheduled work week. 
 

Mileage:   
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When funds are programmatically permitted and available, supervisors may approve mileage 

reimbursement for the volunteer.  It will be based solely on the allowable mileage rate 

allowable by the funding source and will only be reimbursed for days scheduled to work. 

 

Mileage reimbursement will only be permitted for volunteers working 24 hours or more during 

a regularly scheduled work week. 

 
Gifts:   

 

When funds are programmatically permitted and available, supervisors may approve gifts for 

volunteers in appreciation for their service.  The gifts may be provided at the end of their term 

as a volunteer; or, for regular volunteers, during the work year at a time designated by their 

supervisor or the Volunteer Coordinator.   

 

Evaluation 
 

Evaluations will be completed on the agency by the volunteer once their volunteer service ends, 

or at least annually for on-going volunteers. 

 

Supervisors will complete evaluations on volunteers at midpoint and/or annual intervals, 

depending on the necessity as determined by the supervisor.  Additional evaluations may be 

completed at the discretion of the supervisor.  For situations involving temporary volunteers 

assigned to or contracted with the agency by an external entity, the supervisor may utilize 

evaluation formats provided by the entity in which the volunteer is representing, in lieu of the 

agency evaluation. 

 

Note:  Child Development Program parents and other clients volunteering on a regular basis (at 

least once per month) will be evaluated annually at the discretion of their supervisor, utilizing 

the same evaluation form as the one used for staff.  

 

Note:  Client volunteers performing sweat equity or other volunteer hours required in exchange 

for their service from KCEOC will not be evaluated while volunteering in this capacity. 

 

Sign‐in Sheets/Logs and Other Related Documents 
 

Volunteer sign‐in sheets are very important to our organization. All volunteers must sign in and 

out on the forms provided each volunteer day on site, or keep a log of hours worked; this will 

depend on the nature of the volunteer service and the requirements of the entities in which the 
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volunteer is representing.  Entities requiring other documents to be signed by both the volunteer 

and their supervisor will be completed as well.  

 

KCEOC programs with specific sign in sheets/forms may utilize those forms in lieu of the form 

provided in this manual. 

 

Use of KCEOC Vehicles & Office Equipment 
 

Volunteers may not drive KCEOC vehicles without prior authorization.  Authorization may not 

be provided without a driver’s license and personal insurance documentation on file. They must 

also follow any and all driver acceptability guidelines of the agency.  KCEOC staff is not 

allowed to provide transportation for volunteers except in extreme emergencies. 

 

Volunteers may use agency office equipment, included but not limited to, computers, copiers, 

laminators, printers, and cameras for work related assignments while under the supervision of 

the site supervisor.  At no time may a volunteer utilize such items for personal use.   

 

Dealing with the Media 
 

Volunteers should not speak directly to the media about programs, services, or other happenings 

at their assigned worksite/department.  All media representatives should be directed to the 

Volunteer Coordinator for instruction on to whom they should speak. 

 

Confidential Information 
 

KCEOC has an obligation to customers, volunteers and donors to maintain their confidentiality 

and to respect their privacy whether information is viewed on paper documents or 

electronically.  At no time may a volunteer utilize agency records to view confidential 

information for personal, intrusive, or meddlesome (snooping) reasons.  All documents viewed 

will be done so under the supervision and direction of the site supervisor, and with the sole 

purpose of providing client services, reporting, or other acceptable reason.   

 

Every person served by KCEOC has the right to confidentiality.   At the same time, every 

volunteer must use his or her best judgment.  If a volunteer is aware of a customer issue that 

requires immediate attention, especially if it involves volunteers, volunteers should direct the 

concern immediately to their site supervisor. 

 

As with every person served by KCEOC, those who give of their time and resources have a 

right to have their confidentiality maintained and their privacy respected.  If a volunteer has a 

concern about issues of confidentiality, especially in regard to their performance of work duties 
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and personal lives, they should direct their concern immediately to their site supervisor for 

further action.  If the concern involves the site supervisor, fellow staff, or anyone else directly 

involved with their worksite/department, the volunteer should contact the agency Personnel 

Manager. 

 

Harassment and Discrimination 
 

KCEOC is firmly committed to providing an equally accessible and positive work environment 

free of discrimination and bias.  Each volunteer is personally responsible for maintaining such a 

work environment. KCEOC prohibits any actions, words, jokes, or comments based on an 

individual’s age, sex, race, color, religion, national origin, familial status, marital status, sexual 

orientation, gender identity, or disability/ physical condition, or other legally protected 

characteristic. Any conduct or action, whether overt or subtle, which creates an offensive or 

hostile work environment is prohibited and will be grounds for immediate disciplinary action. 

 

KCEOC prohibits any harassment between volunteers, employees, or other non‐employee on 

the basis of gender.  No volunteer, should be subjected to unsolicited or unwelcome sexual 

overtones and conduct, either verbal or physical.  Misconduct applies to everyone, and includes 

harassment between individuals of any genders and the same genders.  Any volunteer who 

believes he or she is a victim of sexual or discriminatory harassment is encouraged to 

immediately report the matter to their supervisor.   

 

Personal Property 

 
KCEOC will not be liable for stolen or lost personal property of the volunteer. 

 

Grievances 
 

Under this policy, a grievance is defined as any event, condition, rule, or practice which the 

volunteer believes violates his or her civil rights, treats him or her unfairly, or causes him or her 

any degree of unpleasantness or unhappiness on the job; this includes non-compliance of the 

agency whistleblower policy.  A grievance may also deal with an attitude, or an opinion or 

statement held by a staff member or fellow volunteer. 

 

Volunteer grievances are of great concern to KCEOC, regardless of whether the problem is 

large or small.  To provide prompt and efficient evaluation of, and response to grievances, 

KCEOC has established a procedure for all volunteers.  It is KCEOC’s policy to give full 

consideration to every volunteer’s opinion. There will be no discrimination against or toward 

anyone for his or her part in presenting a grievance. All grievances are handled confidentially. 
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The grievance procedure is: 

STEP ONE:  An aggrieved person must submit a written statement to the Equal Opportunity 

Officer setting forth the nature of the discrimination alleged and facts upon which the allegation 

is based.  The contact information for the Equal Opportunity Officer is as follows: 

 

KCEOC Community Action Partnership 

Attention:  Jennifer Smith, Equal Opportunity Officer 

PO Box 490 

Barbourville, KY  40906 

 

STEP TWO:  The Equal Opportunity Officer shall contact the complainant no later than fifteen 

(15) days after receiving the written statement to establish an informal meeting with the 

objective of resolving the matter informally.  However, in no case shall the informal meeting be 

conducted sooner than five (5) days nor more than forty-five (45) days after receiving the 

written statement.  There shall be prepared a written documentary of the discussion at the 

informal meeting, which will be preserved in the records of KCEOC Community Action 

Partnership. 

 

STEP THREE:  Within fifteen (15) days of the informal meeting, if no decision has been made 

by the Equal Opportunity Officer or the decision of the Equal Opportunity Officer does not 

satisfy the complainant, he or she may request a hearing with the Board of Directors by 

submitting a written request to the President/CEO. 

STEP FOUR:  In discussing the grievance, the complainant may designate any person of his or 

her choice to appear with him or her and participate in the discussion.  The Board of Directors 

shall require the President/CEO to participate in the discussion of the grievance, when it is 

brought before the (overseeing legislative body).  The (overseeing legislative body) shall issue a 

written decision on the matter within fifteen (15) days, and the decision shall be the final 

procedure for the complainant at the local level. 

Conflicts of Interest 

 
In order to avoid potential issues of conflicts of interests, KCEOC has set forth the following 

rules: 
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1.  Volunteers may not be supervised by a member of their immediate family (note:  this is not 

applicable to Child Development Program parents or other clients volunteering for activities 

when no other supervisor is available). 

 

2.  Volunteers may not accept gifts or gratuities from persons receiving services or benefits 

from KCEOC.   

 

3.  Volunteers may not provide direct service to members of their family (note:  this is not 

applicable to Child Development Program parents volunteering for activities involving their 

children).  

 

4.  Volunteers may not be given access to confidential information of individuals identified as a 

conflict of interest. 

 

5.  Volunteers may not approve/deny services to individuals identified as a conflict of interest. 

 

Volunteer Conduct 
 

KCEOC is an at‐will agency and has the right to terminate a volunteer without cause, but will 

always consider the cause leading to the termination.  Although it is not possible to list all the 

forms of behavior or conduct that are considered unacceptable in the work place, the following 

are examples of infractions or conduct that may result in the limitation and/or termination of the 

volunteer relationship. 

 

Theft or inappropriate removal or possession of KCEOC property 

 

Misuse of agency funds, equipment, or materials 

 

Falsification of timekeeping records 

 

Working under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs 

 

Possession, distribution, sale, transfer, or use of alcoholic or illegal drugs in the work place, 

while on duty or while operating KCEOC equipment 

 

Fighting or threatening violence in the work place 

 

Boisterous or disruptive activity in the work place 

 

Negligence or improper conduct leading to the damage of property 
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Repeated failure to follow a supervisor’s reasonable request or to carry out a reasonable job 

assignment 

 

Gross misconduct or insubordination 

 

Violation of safety or health rules 

 

Abuse or mistreatment of homeowners, volunteers, or employees 

 

Sexual or other unlawful harassment or discrimination 

 

Violation of KCEOC anti‐discrimination policies and procedures 

 

Possession of dangerous or unauthorized materials, such as explosives or firearms, in the 

work place 

 

Excessive absenteeism without notice 

 

Releasing confidential information 

 

Terminated volunteers or volunteers who display poor conduct, as described but not limited to 

actions in this section, may not be permitted to volunteer in other capacities within the agency.  

Furthermore, all supervisors/departments will be notified of volunteer actions. 

 

Reporting 

 
All supervisors or designee must report the number of volunteers and volunteer hours to the 

Volunteer Coordinator by the 10
th
 day of each month.  The Volunteer Coordinator will total and 

add the volunteers to the Volunteer Log and have available for submission to the Vice President 

for Program Operations each quarter.  

 
Other 

 
As an overall disclaimer to the information provided in this document, in cases where these 

policies are in direct conflict with programmatic requirements; and/or are a hindrance to or 

create a hardship or other pertinent issue in meeting programmatic goals, exceptions may be 

permitted as determined by the Program Director overseeing the program affected by the 
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policies.  The Volunteer Coordinator must be notified in writing (via email, memo, etc.) of such 

deviation for record keeping purposes. 

 

FORMS 

 
Appendix A- Volunteer Application 

Appendix B-   Volunteer Application for Minors 

Appendix C-   Waiver/Release of Liability Form 

Appendix D-   Medical Authorization Form 

Appendix E-  Volunteer Confidentiality Agreement Form 

Appendix F-    Volunteer Acknowledgement Form 

Appendix G-   Request for Volunteer Transfer Form 

Appendix H-  Volunteer Schedule 

Appendix I-   Volunteer Sign In/Sign Out Sheet 

Appendix J-   Volunteer Data Base 

Appendix K-  Agency Evaluation Form 

Appendix L-  Volunteer Evaluation Form 
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Appendix A 

 

KCEOC COMMUNITY ACTION PARTNERSHIP 
PO Box 490 * Barbourville KY  40906 * Phone:  606-546-3152 * Fax:  606-546-5057 * www.povertyisreal.org 

 

Volunteer Application  

Name: 

Address: 

City: State: Zip Code: 

Phone: E-mail: Race: 

 

Date of Birth:   

Emergency Contact Name: Contact Phone: 

Do you have a driver’s license?    Yes    No   

If yes, what is the driver’s license number: ____________________________  State license issued:__________________ 

Have you ever volunteered for KCEOC before?    Yes    No   

If yes, what program/department?_______________________________________________________________________ 

Who was your supervisor?_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever been convicted of a crime (other than minor traffic offenses)?    Yes    No   

  If yes, please explain charges and list the county/state where the conviction(s) occurred: 

   Charge:                                                                                                                                        County/State 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever been convicted of a violation or attempted violation of Section 243.4 of the Penal Code, a sex offense 

against a minor, or of any felony, which requires registration pursuant to Section 290 of the Penal Code?    Yes    No   

Career interests or preferred volunteer assignments: 

 

Special skills, training and languages: 

 

Previous volunteer or other applicable experience: 

 

How did you become interested in the volunteer program? 

 

Do you have any limitations related to health or physical ability?    Yes    No   

   If yes, please explain: 

 

Day(s) Available to Volunteer (check all that apply) Hours Available to Volunteer  

  Sunday From:                                         To: 

  Monday From:                                         To: 

  Tuesday From:                                         To: 

  Wednesday From:                                         To: 

  Thursday From:                                         To: 

  Friday From:                                         To: 

  Saturday From:                                         To: 

               

Applicant Signature: 

Date: 

 

http://www.povertyisreal.org/
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Appendix B 
KCEOC COMMUNITY ACTION PARTNERSHIP 

PO Box 490 * Barbourville KY  40906 * Phone:  606-546-3152 * Fax:  606-546-5057 * www.povertyisreal.org 

 

Volunteer Application for Minors 

Name: 

Address: 

City: State: Zip Code: 

School: Grade: Race: 

 

Phone: E-mail: Date of Birth: 

Parents or Guardians Name(s): 

Emergency Contact Name: Contact Phone: 

Do you have a driver’s license?    Yes    No   

If yes, what is the driver’s license number: __________________________  State license issued:__________________ 

Have you ever volunteered for KCEOC before?    Yes    No   

If yes, what program/department?_______________________________________________________________________ 

Who was your supervisor?_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever been convicted of a crime (other than minor traffic offenses)?    Yes    No   

  If yes, please explain charges and list the county/state where the conviction(s) occurred: 

   Charge:                                                                                                                                        County/State 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever been convicted of a violation or attempted violation of Section 243.4 of the Penal Code, a sex offense 

against a minor, or of any felony, which requires registration pursuant to Section 290 of the Penal Code?    Yes    No   

Career interests or preferred volunteer assignments: 

 

Special skills, training and languages: 

 

Previous volunteer or other applicable experience: 

 

How did you become interested in the volunteer program? 

 

Do you have any limitations related to health or physical ability?    Yes    No   

   If yes, please explain: 

 

Day(s) Available to Volunteer (check all that apply) Hours Available to Volunteer  

  Sunday From:                                         To: 

  Monday From:                                         To: 

  Tuesday From:                                         To: 

  Wednesday From:                                         To: 

  Thursday From:                                         To: 

  Friday From:                                         To: 

  Saturday From:                                         To: 

               

Applicant Signature: Parent Signature: 

Date: Date: 

 

http://www.povertyisreal.org/
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Appendix C 
WAIVER/RELEASE OF LIABILITY FORM 

 

In return for being allowed to participate in KCEOC Community Action Partnership volunteer activities and all related 

activities, including any activities incidental to such participation (“Volunteer Activities”), the undersigned Volunteer or 

Parent/Legal Guardian of Volunteer if Volunteer is under age 18 (hereafter referred to using “I”, “me”, or “my”) 

releases and agrees not to sue KCEOC or its officers, directors, employees, sub-contractors, sponsors, agents and affiliates 

from all present and future claims that may be made by me, my family, estate, heirs, or assigns for property damage, 

personal injury, or wrongful death arising as a result of my participation in the volunteer activities wherever, whenever, or 

however the same may occur. 

 

I understand and agree that KCEOC is not responsible for any injury or property damage or personal loss arising out of 

the volunteer activities, even if caused by their ordinary negligence or otherwise. 

 

I understand that participation in some volunteer activities involves certain risks, including, but not limited to, serious 

injury and death.  I am voluntarily participating in the volunteer activities with knowledge of the danger involved and I 

agree to accept all risks of participation. 

 

I also agree to indemnify and hold harmless KCEOC for all claims arising out of my participation in the volunteer 

activities. 

 

I agree that I have been informed and fully understand that I am a “volunteer” performing volunteer service for KCEOC 

and I will not receive any compensation or benefits for services.   

I also understand that KCEOC does carry liability insurance that will cover me while performing duties assigned by 

KCEOC personnel.  

 

I understand that this document is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the state in which the 

volunteer activities take place and agree that if any portion of this agreement is invalid, the remainder will continue in full 

legal force and effect. 

 

By signing this Volunteer Acknowledgement Form, I understand that I am not an employee of KCEOC, but I will be 

under the direct supervision of a KCEOC employee and am required to abide by all rules and regulations, as stipulated by 

policy, procedures, and other programmatic documents.  I also understand that this document is a contract which grants 

certain rights to and eliminates the liability of KCEOC. 

                

Printed Name of Volunteer      Signature of Volunteer 

 

        

Date 
 

I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement. I have read this form and understand that by signing this form, I 

am giving up legal rights and remedies. 

 

               

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian if Volunteer is Under 18   Date 

 

I am the parent or legal guardian of the Volunteer. I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement.  I have read this 

form and understand that by signing this form, I am giving up legal rights and remedies. 
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Appendix D 

 
MEDICAL ATTENTION AUTHORIZATION FORM 

 

I,        , give KCEOC Community Action Partnership permission to 

seek medical attention on behalf of           in case of an 

emergency or other medical issue.   

 

Please list all applicable allergies: 

 

Food:           

Latex:          

Insect bite or sting:        

Medication:         

Other (please list):        

 

 

         

(Printed Name of Volunteer) 

 

                

(Signature of Volunteer)         Date 
 

I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement. I have read this form and understand that by signing this form, I 

am authorizing KCEOC to seek medical attention on my behalf. 

 

                

(Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian if Volunteer is Under 18)    Date 

 

I am the parent or legal guardian of the Volunteer. I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement.  I have read this 

form and understand that by signing this form, I am authorizing KCEOC to seek medical attention on the behalf on my 

minor child. 
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Appendix E 
 

VOLUNTEER CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT FORM 
 
 I, _______________________________, agree that I will hold in confidence the identities of persons utilizing KCEOC 

Community Action Partnership services, their client records and will divulge such information, orally or in writing, only 

to those KCEOC volunteers or staff as authorized by KCEOC whose duties require them to have a "need-to-know."  

 

Without such "need-to-know", such information will not be divulged to any person.  

 

Exceptions to “Need-to-Know” information that must be immediately report to the supervisor, other KCEOC 

staff, or authorities: 

 

• If the client poses a threat of harm to staff, to another person, or to the community, KCEOC will take whatever steps are 

required by law, or permitted by law, to help prevent the potential harm from happening.  

 

• If the client reports information indicating that a child, disabled, or elderly person is suffering abuse or neglect; 

 

•If a court order, issued and signed by a judge, could require KCEOC to release information contained in client records 

 

I further agree to conform to the best of my ability to KCEOC requirements respecting the marking, control, transmission, 

reproduction, handling, storage and destruction of records and information.  

 

I agree to allow KCEOC to photograph me and allow reproduction of such photographs to further the mission of the 

agency.  

 

Volunteers are provided with security privileges in accordance with individual job responsibilities, whereby such 

authorizations may enable access to confidential personnel, personal or donor information, beyond the scope of their job 

responsibility and/or geographic area. Any unwarranted review and/or disclosure of confidential information will be 

considered a breach of this Confidentiality Agreement and subject to consequences including immediate termination as a 

volunteer of KCEOC.  Any action or conduct resulting in the termination, dismissal from a program/department, or other 

related disciplinary action will be reported to the Volunteer Coordinator and other KCEOC personnel as deemed 

necessary to prevent future occurrences of such conduct within the agency.  

 

 
         

(Printed Name of Volunteer) 

 

                

(Signature of Volunteer)         Date 
 

I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement.  

 

                

(Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian if Volunteer is Under 18)    Date 
 

I am the parent or legal guardian of the Volunteer. I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement on behalf of my 

minor child.   
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Appendix F 
 

VOLUNTEER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 
 
I am in receipt of the KCEOC Community Action Partnership Volunteer Handbook and Policy Manual and understand I 

should consult with the KCEOC Volunteer Coordinator or my site supervisor if I have any questions about the policies or 

procedures contained therein.   

 

I understand that from time to time there may be revisions to the Volunteer Handbook and Policy Manual.  Such revisions 

will require the prior approval of the Vice President of Program Operations and will be communicated to volunteers.   

 

I have entered into my volunteer relationship with KCEOC voluntarily and acknowledge there is no specified length of 

volunteering.  Accordingly, either KCEOC or I can terminate the relationship at will, with or without cause, at any time.   

 

Furthermore, I acknowledge that this manual is neither a contract of employment or volunteering, nor a legal document. 

Although some or all of the policies and procedures may have been explained to me verbally, I understand that it is my 

responsibility to fully read and comply with the policies contained in this handbook and any revisions made to it. 

 

         

(Printed Name of Volunteer) 

 

                

(Signature of Volunteer)         Date 
 

I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement.  

 

                

(Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian if Volunteer is Under 18)    Date 
 

I am the parent or legal guardian of the Volunteer. I am of legal age and am freely signing this agreement on behalf of my 

minor child.   
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Appendix G 
REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEER TRANSFER FORM 

 
Please check the appropriate category: 

 

_____I hereby request a transfer from my worksite/department for the following reasons (to be completed by the 

volunteer requesting the transfer):           

               

                  

I would like to transfer to:             

************************************************************************************************** 

_____ I hereby request a transfer for my assigned volunteer for the following reasons (to be completed by the supervisor 

requesting the transfer):             

               

                

I recommend a transfer to:             

****************************************************************************************** 

 

Volunteer/Supervisor Signature:         Date:     

 

Volunteer Coordinator: 

_________Approved __________Denied 

 

If denied, explain:             

               

                

 

Volunteer Coordinator Signature:         Date:    

****************************************************************************************** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effective Date of Transfer:              

Worksite/Department:              

Signature of Departing Supervisor:             

Signature of Receiving Supervisor:            
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Appendix H 
VOLUNTEER WORK SCHEDULE 

 
The dates and times below are your scheduled volunteer work hours for the month of ______________, 20___.  The 

schedule is subject to change if work day plans change; however, your supervisor will notify you of any necessary 

adjustments your schedule.  It is your responsibility to notify your supervisor of needed changes as well. 

 
Date Day of the Week Hours 
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Appendix I 
VOLUNTEER SIGN IN/SIGN OUT SHEET 

Date:         

Event/Service:       

VOLUNTEER 

CODE 
C= Community Service 

AV= Agency Volunteer 

AC= Agency Client 

NAME ADDRESS TIME 

IN 

TIME 

OUT 

# of 

HOURS 

RATE TOTAL 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

  TOTAL      
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Appendix J 

VOLUNTEER DATABASE 
Note:  This form is for demonstration purposes only.  The Volunteer Coordinator has an Excel database set up 

volunteers, as well as an email address book.   

 

 

Name Address Phone Number Email Address Special Skills 
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Appendix K 

AGENCY EVALUATION FORM 
  

Thank you for volunteering with KCEOC. In an effort to improve volunteer experiences, please complete the following 

evaluation. Volunteer input is very important for our agency and enables us to provide a quality experience for all of our 

volunteers.    

  

                                      (Please Circle One)    

                         Poor      Average     Excellent  

  

1.  Did you feel your orientation was beneficial?         1       2        3               4     5  

  

2.  Were expectations as a volunteer clearly explained to  you?   1       2        3               4     5  

 

3.  Did you feel the program was well organized?         1       2        3               4     5  

 

4.  Were the program staff knowledgeable and able to answer questions?   1       2        3               4     5  

   

 5.  Did your comfort level increase working with people with special needs  1       2        3               4     5  

or circumstances?              

 

6.  Overall experience:                    1       2        3               4     5  

  

7.  What did you enjoy or benefit from the most through your volunteer experience?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

  

8.  What do you feel could be improved to make your experience more enjoyable?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

  

9.  Any additional comments:  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

   

Volunteer Name (optional):________________________________________________________  
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Appendix L 
 

VOLUNTEER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
Date:    Volunteer Name:          

  

Evaluation Period:  thirty day evaluation   six month evaluation   midpoint evaluation 

     annual evaluation  other (please specify:___________________________)  

 

Work Site/Department:     Direct Supervisor:       

 

Rating scale: 1 = needs improvement     2 = fair     3 = good     4 = very good     5 = superior      

 

I. PROFESSIONALISM 

_____Demonstrates an understanding of KCEOC’s mission and philosophy 

_____Complies with confidentiality policies and practices 

_____Exhibits customer service skills that reflect the agency’s commitment to quality service 

_____Exhibits poise in handling difficult situations 

_____Exhibits a caring concerned demeanor when working with clients 

Comments:              

                

 

II. RESPONSIBILITY 

_____ Reliable regarding schedule and time commitment 

_____ Completes assignments in a timely manner 

_____ Pays attention to detail when performing tasks requiring attention to detail 

_____ Exhibits flexibility (willingly accepts tasks/activity changes). 

Comments:              

                

 

III. EFFECTIVENESS 

_____ Exhibits enthusiasm to learn new information or procedures that will make work more effective 

_____ Consistently completes and follows through on assignments 

 _____Seeks additional information to complete tasks 

_____ Possesses a broad range of knowledge regarding the agency and community resources 

_____Performs duties in a professional polite manner 

_____Advocates for the agency throughout the community 

Comments:              

                
 

 

My supervisor has reviewed this performance evaluation with me and I have been provided a copy. 
 

 

                

Volunteer Signature         Date 
 

                

Supervisor Signature         Date 


